Those Quarrelsome Bonapartes
standing. Ah, he must go out to Malmaison for farewell!
But he could not go. Maria Louisa would make another
scene. Another farewell must suffice, a kiss from a lady
not growing old but with all the advantages of soft flesh
and youth. But it did not suffice, such charms can Time
and Memory and a frail lady weave.
So on a bright morning the bugles blew; all day the
hoof-beats sounded on the bridges of the Niemen, with
rolling cannon and marching feet; and from the west
into the mystery that was Russia, the emperor dis-
appeared.
For months Paris was like a woman who wearily awaits
her husband, taking only a perfunctory interest in her
tasks and the calls of women as restless as herself. Never
had there been a man who so completely filled the life of
a capital and country. To see other kings and conquerors
they might cull out a holiday. But the eyes of France,
almost of the whole world, were every day in the year on
this man of few inches. In salon and'attic he was the per-
petual subject of tale and gossip, land people were for-
ever pausing in their tasks to gaze at his trail as one might
look up at a comet in the sky.
And so little news trickled through. What did come was
alarming. At first the cannon by the Invalides had sounded
and all the church bells had rung for Smolensk, Moskowa,
Borodino, where Murat and Ney or some other, with
Napoleon, wrote their names higher in the annals of the
Empire. With December—all at dnce—in vague, mys-
terious ways, came rumors of disaster.
In the height of his glory the emperor had sat under the
fifty times fifty minarets and top-like towers of the Krem-
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